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Introduction
Reminder: We know how to:
• Recognize named entities in natural language text
• Extract binary relations between named entities

We have seen an application scenario:
• Relations can be stored in a knowledge base
• And be used in question answering or spoken dialogue systems

But so far, there are limitations, most notably:
• We have dealt with narrow domains (such as

geographical location, food, plant seed development)
• The sets of entity types and relations were closed and

manually defined

Open IE aims at:
• Not being limited to any single domain
• Not being limited to pre-defined entity types and relations
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OPEN IE:
MOTIVATION & TASK DEFINITION



Open IE: Motivation (1)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (2)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (3)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (4)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (5)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (6)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (7)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Motivation (8)

[openie.allenai.org query, 16 Jan. 2017]



Open IE: Task Definition

We want to find any relation that is expressed in large data.
• Cannot resort to specialized domain knowledge
• Cannot think of all possible relation types beforehand
• Should rather not force all possible arguments into a rigid set of

entity types

We want to scale to billions of documents that are heterogeneous
wrt. domains, quality, credibility.
• Which relations are correct?
• Which are uninformative or incoherent?
• Which are redundant?



OPEN RELATION EXTRACTION:
TEXTRUNNER & REVERB



Open Relation Extraction: Example

Hudson was born in Hampstead, which is a
suburb of London.

(Hudson, was born in, Hampstead)
(Hampstead, is a suburb of, London)

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Open Relation Extraction: Basic Approach
Learn a general model of how (arbitrary) relations are expressed in
a particular language.
• Neither relation names nor argument types known in advance
• Bootstrap with heuristics or distant supervision
• Train a (sequence) classifier (often with unlexicalized features)

Rel. Freq. Category Simplified Lexico-
Syntactic Pattern

Example

37.8 Verb E1 Verb E2 X established Y
22.8 Noun+Prep E1 NP Prep E2 X settlement with Y
16.0 Verb+Prep E1 Verb Prep E2 X moved to Y

9.4 Infinitive E1 to Verb E2 X plans to acquire Y
5.2 Modifier E1 Verb E2 Noun X is Y winner
1.8 Coordinaten E1 (and|,|-|:) E2 NP X-Y deal
1.0 Coordinatev E1 (and|,) E2 Verb X , Y merge
0.8 Appositive E1 NP (:|,)? E2 X hometown : Y

[Etzioni et al.. Open Information Extraction from the Web. Communications of the ACM, vol. 51 no. 12, Dec. 2008.]
[Banko and Etzioni. The Tradeoffs Between Open and Traditional Relation Extraction. Proc. of the ACL, Columbus, OH, USA,
June 2008.]



Open Relation Extraction: “Three-Step Method”

1 Label: Sentences are automatically labeled with extractions
using heuristics or distant supervision.

2 Learn: A relation phrase extractor is learned, e.g. using a
sequence-labeling graphical model (CRF).

3 Extract: The system takes a sentence as input, identifies a
candidate pair of NP arguments (arg1, arg2) from the sentence,
and then uses the learned extractor to label each word between
the two arguments as part of the relation phrase or not.

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Open Relation Extraction as Sequence Labeling

[Banko and Etzioni. The Tradeoffs Between Open and Traditional Relation Extraction. Proc. of the ACL, Columbus, OH, USA,
June 2008.]



Uninformative Relations

Problem 1: The sequence classifier may come up with an
uninformative relation name.

Faust made a deal with the devil.
(Faust, made, deal)
(Faust, made deal with, devil)

Uninformative Completion
is is an album by, is the author of, is a city in
has has a population of, has a Ph.D. in
made made a deal with, made a promise to
took took place in, took control over, took advantage of
gave gave birth to, gave a talk at, gave new meaning to
got got tickets to, got a deal on, got funding from

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Incoherent Relations

Problem 2: The sequence classifier may come up with an incoherent
relation name.

Sentence Incoherent Relation
The guide contains dead links and omits
sites.

contains omits

The Mark 14 was central to the torpedo
scandal of the fleet.

was central torpedo

They recalled that Nungesser began his ca-
reer as a precinct leader.

recalled began

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



POS-based Constraints
to Avoid Incoherence & Uninformativeness
Extendicare agreed to buy Arbor Health Care
for about US $432 million in cash and assumed
debt.
(Arbor Health Care, for assumed, debt)

• POS-based regular expressions help avoid extraction of
uninformative or incoherent relation phrases

• Manually written; e.g. the relation phrase must match:

V | V P | V W? P
V = verb particle? adv?
W = (noun | adj | adv | pron | det)
P = (prep | particle | inf. marker)

• Choose longest possible match
• Require the relation phrase to appear between its arguments

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Overspecific Relations & How to Avoid Them

Problem 3: Some relations are specific to an argument pair,
or have only a few possible instances.

The Obama administration is offering only
modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at
the conference.

(Obama administration, is offering only modest greenhouse gas
reduction targets at, conference)

• Intuition: a valid relation phrase should take many distinct
arguments in a large corpus

• Lexical constraint: relation phrases are required to match at
least k distinct argument pairs in the data (e.g., k = 20)

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Relation Phrase Normalization

Shakespeare ( has written | wrote | was writing )
Hamlet.

Allow for minor variations in relation phrases.
• Remove inflection
• Remove auxiliary verbs, adjectives, adverbs

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



Confidence Function
• Train classifier to assign a confidence score to each extraction
• Trade recall for precision by tuning a confidence threshold

Weight Feature
1.16 (x, r, y) covers all words in s
0.50 The last preposition in r is for
0.49 The last preposition in r is on
0.46 The last preposition in r is of
0.43 len(s) ≤ 10 words
0.43 There is a WH-word to the left of r
0.42 r matches VW? P
0.39 The last preposition in r is to
0.25 The last preposition in r is in
0.23 10 words < len(s) ≤ 20 words
0.21 s begins with x
0.16 y is a proper noun
0.01 x is a proper noun

-0.30 There is an NP to the left of x in s
-0.43 20 words < len(s)
-0.61 r matches V
-0.65 There is a preposition to the left of x in s
-0.81 There is an NP to the right of y in s
-0.93 Coord. conjunction to the left of r in s

[Fader et al.. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, July 2011.]



OPEN RELATION EXTRACTION:
OLLIE



OLLIE (Open Language Learning for Information Extraction)
Bootstrapping with high precision seed tuples from existing system
(REVERB, cf. previous part)

ReVerb 

Seed Tuples 

Training Data 

Open Pattern 
Learning 

Bootstrapper 

Pattern Templates 

Pattern Matching Context Analysis Sentence Tuples Ext. Tuples 

Extraction 

Learning 

Figure 2: System architecture: OLLIE begins with seed
tuples from REVERB, uses them to build a bootstrap
training set, and learns open pattern templates. These are
applied to individual sentences at extraction time.

3.1 Constructing a Bootstrapping Set

Our goal is to automatically create a large training
set, which encapsulates the multitudes of ways in
which information is expressed in text. The key ob-
servation is that almost every relation can also be ex-
pressed via a REVERB-style verb-based expression.
So, bootstrapping sentences based on REVERB’s tu-
ples will likely capture all relation expressions.

We start with over 110,000 seed tuples – these are
high confidence REVERB extractions from a large
Web corpus (ClueWeb)3 that are asserted at least
twice and contain only proper nouns in the argu-
ments. These restrictions reduce ambiguity while
still covering a broad range of relations. For ex-
ample, a seed tuple may be (Paul Annacone; is the
coach of; Federer) that REVERB extracts from the
sentence “Paul Annacone is the coach of Federer.”

For each seed tuple, we retrieve all sentences in a
Web corpus that contains all content words in the
tuple. We obtain a total of 18 million sentences.
For our example, we will retrieve all sentences that
contain ‘Federer’, ‘Paul’, ‘Annacone’ and some syn-
tactic variation of ‘coach’. We may find sentences
like “Now coached by Annacone, Federer is win-
ning more titles than ever.”

Our bootstrapping hypothesis assumes that all
these sentences express the information of the orig-
inal seed tuple. This hypothesis is not always true.
As an example, for a seed tuple (Boyle; is born in;
Ireland) we may retrieve a sentence “Felix G. Whar-
ton was born in Donegal, in the northwest of Ireland,
a county where the Boyles did their schooling.”

3http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/

To reduce bootstrapping errors we enforce addi-
tional dependency restrictions on the sentences. We
only allow sentences where the content words from
arguments and relation can be linked to each other
via a linear path of size four in the dependency parse.
To implement this restriction, we only use the sub-
set of content words that are headwords in the parse
tree. In the above sentence ‘Ireland’, ‘Boyle’ and
‘born’ connect via a dependency path of length six,
and hence this sentence is rejected from the training
set. This reduces our set to 4 million (seed tuple,
sentence) pairs.

In our implementation, we use Malt Dependency
Parser (Nivre and Nilsson, 2004) for dependency
parsing, since it is fast and hence, easily applica-
ble to a large corpus of sentences. We post-process
the parses using Stanford’s CCprocessed algorithm,
which compacts the parse structure for easier extrac-
tion (de Marneffe et al., 2006).

We randomly sampled 100 sentences from our
bootstrapping set and found that 90 of them sat-
isfy our bootstrapping hypothesis (64 without de-
pendency constraints). We find this quality to be sat-
isfactory for our needs of learning general patterns.

Bootstrapped data has been previously used to
generate positive training data for IE (Hoffmann et
al., 2010; Mintz et al., 2009). However, previous
systems retrieved sentences that only matched the
two arguments, which is error-prone, since multiple
relations can hold between a pair of entities (e.g.,
Bill Gates is the CEO of, a co-founder of, and has a
high stake in Microsoft).

Alternatively, researchers have developed sophis-
ticated probabilistic models to alleviate the effect
of noisy data (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al.,
2011). In our case, by enforcing that a sentence ad-
ditionally contains some syntactic form of the rela-
tion content words, our bootstrapping set is naturally
much cleaner.

Moreover, this form of bootstrapping is better
suited for Open IE’s needs, as we will use this data
to generalize to other unseen relations. Since the
relation words in the sentence and seed match, we
can learn general pattern templates that may apply
to other relations too. We discuss this process next.

3.2 Open Pattern Learning
OLLIE’s next step is to learn general patterns that
encode various ways of expressing relations. OL-
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[Mausam et al.. Open Language Learning for Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Jeju Island, Korea, July 2012.]



Employing Dependency Parses
I learned that the 2012 Sasquatch music
festival is scheduled for May 25th until May
28th.
(the 2012 Sasquatch Music Festival, is scheduled for, May 25th)

‘hired’ by ‘fired’ or ‘considered’ then the extraction
would be false.

To enable such patterns we retain the lexical con-
straints on the relation words and slot words.5 We
collect all patterns together based only on the syn-
tactic restrictions and convert the lexical constraint
into a list of words with which the pattern was seen.
Example #5 in Figure 3 shows one such lexical list.

Can we generalize these lexically-annotated pat-
terns further? Our insight is that we can generalize
a list of lexical items to other similar words. For
example, if we see a list like {CEO, director, presi-
dent, founder}, then we should be able to generalize
to ‘chairman’ or ‘minister’.

Several ways to compute semantically similar
words have been suggested in the literature like
Wordnet-based, distributional similarity, etc. (e.g.,
(Resnik, 1996; Dagan et al., 1999; Ritter et al.,
2010)). For our proof of concept, we use a simple
overlap metric with two important Wordnet classes
– Person and Location. We generalize to these types
when our list has a high overlap (> 75%) with hy-
ponyms of these classes. If not, we simply retain the
original lexical list without generalization. Example
#4 in Figure 3 is a type-generalized pattern.

We combine all syntactic and semantic patterns
and sort in descending order based on frequency of
occurrence in the training set. This imposes a natural
ranking on the patterns – more frequent patterns are
likely to give higher precision extractions.

3.3 Pattern Matching for Extraction
We now describe how these open patterns are used
to extract binary relations from a new sentence. We
first match the open patterns with the dependency
parse of the sentence and identify the base nodes for
arguments and relations. We then expand these to
convey all the information relevant to the extraction.

As an example, consider the sentence: “I learned
that the 2012 Sasquatch music festival is scheduled
for May 25th until May 28th.” Figure 4 illustrates the
dependency parse. To apply pattern #1 from Figure
3 we first match arg1 to ‘festival’, rel to ‘scheduled’
and arg2 to ‘25th’ with prep ‘for’. However, (festi-
val, be scheduled for, 25th) is not a very meaningful
extraction. We need to expand this further.

5For highest precision extractions, we may also need seman-
tic constraints on the arguments. In this work, we increase our
yield by ignoring the argument-type constraints.

learned_VBD 

I_PRP scheduled_VBN 

that_IN festival_NN is_VBZ 25th_NNP 28th_NNP 

the_DET Sasquatch_NNP music_NN May_NNP_11 May_NNP_14 2012_CD 

nsubj ccomp 

complm 

nsubjpass 
auxpass 

prep_for 

prep_until 

det num nn nn nn nn 

Figure 4: A sample dependency parse. The col-
ored/greyed nodes represent all words that are extracted
from the pattern {arg1} ↑nsubjpass↑ {rel:postag=VBN}
↓{prep ∗}↓ {arg2}. The extraction is (the 2012
Sasquatch Music Festival; is scheduled for; May 25th).

For the arguments we expand on amod, nn, det,
neg, prep of, num, quantmod edges to build the
noun-phrase. When the base noun is not a proper
noun, we also expand on rcmod, infmod, partmod,
ref, prepc of edges, since these are relative clauses
that convey important information. For relation
phrases, we expand on advmod, mod, aux, auxpass,
cop, prt edges. We also include dobj and iobj in the
case that they are not in an argument. After identi-
fying the words in arg/relation we choose their order
as in the original sentence. For example, these rules
will result in the extraction (the Sasquatch music fes-
tival; be scheduled for; May 25th).

3.4 Comparison with WOEparse

OLLIE’s algorithm is similar to that of WOEparse

– both systems follow the basic structure of boot-
strap learning of patterns based on dependency parse
paths. However, there are three significant differ-
ences. WOE uses Wikipedia-based bootstrapping,
finding a sentence in a Wikipedia article that con-
tains the infobox values. Since WOE does not have
access to a seed relation phrase, it heuristically as-
signs all intervening words between the arguments
in the parse as the relation phrase. This often results
in under-specified or nonsensical relation phrases.
For example, from the sentence “David Miscavige
learned that after Tom Cruise divorced Mimi Rogers,
he was pursuing Nicole Kidman.” WOE’s heuristics
will extract the relation divorced was pursuing be-
tween ‘Tom Cruise’ and ‘Nicole Kidman’. OLLIE,
in contrast, produces well-formed relation phrases
by basing its templates on REVERB relation phrases.

Secondly, WOE does not assign semantic/lexical
restrictions to its patterns, and thus, has lower preci-
sion due to aggressive syntactic generalization. Fi-
nally, WOE is designed to have verb-mediated rela-
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Open Pattern Templates

Open pattern templates encode the ways in which a relation may be
expressed in a sentence.
• Based on a dependency parse path
• with lexical constraint
• and POS constraint

Extraction Template Open Pattern
1. (arg1; be {rel} {prep}; arg2) {arg1} ↑nsubjpass↑ {rel:postag=VBN} ↓{prep ∗}↓ {arg2}
2. (arg1; {rel}; arg2) {arg1} ↑nsubj↑ {rel:postag=VBD} ↓dobj↓ {arg2}
3. (arg1; be {rel} by; arg2) {arg1} ↑nsubjpass↑ {rel:postag=VBN} ↓agent↓ {arg2}
4. (arg1; be {rel} of; arg2) {rel:postag=NN;type=Person} ↑nn↑ {arg1} ↓nn↓ {arg2}
5. (arg1; be {rel} {prep}; arg2) {arg1} ↑nsubjpass↑ {slot:postag=VBN;lex ∈announce|name|choose...}

↓dobj↓ {rel:postag=NN} ↓{prep ∗}↓ {arg2}

Figure 3: Sample open pattern templates. Notice that some patterns (1-3) are purely syntactic, and others are seman-
tic/lexically constrained (in bold font). A dependency parse that matches pattern #1 is shown in Figure 4.

LIE learns open pattern templates – a mapping from
a dependency path to an open extraction, i.e., one
that identifies both the arguments and the exact
(REVERB-style) relation phrase. Figure 3 gives ex-
amples of high-frequency pattern templates learned
by OLLIE. Note that some of the dependency
paths are completely unlexicalized (#1-3), whereas
in other cases some nodes have lexical or semantic
restrictions (#4, 5).

Open pattern templates encode the ways in
which a relation (in the first column) may
be expressed in a sentence (second column).
For example, a relation (Godse; kill; Gandhi)
may be expressed with a dependency path (#2)
{Godse}↑nsubj↑{kill:postag=VBD}↓dobj↓{Gandhi}.

To learn the pattern templates, we first extract the
dependency path connecting the arguments and re-
lation words for each seed tuple and the associated
sentence. We annotate the relation node in the path
with the exact relation word (as a lexical constraint)
and the POS (postag constraint). We create a re-
lation template from the seed tuple by normalizing
‘is’/‘was’/‘will be’ to ‘be’, and replacing the rela-
tion content word with {rel}.4

If the dependency path has a node that is not part
of the seed tuple, we call it a slot node. Intuitively,
if slot words do not negate the tuple they can be
skipped over. As an example, ‘hired’ is a slot word
for the tuple (Annacone; is the coach of; Federer) in
the sentence “Federer hired Annacone as a coach”.
We associate postag and lexical constraints with the
slot node as well. (see #5 in Figure 3).

Next, we perform several syntactic checks on
each candidate pattern. These checks are the con-
straints that we found to hold in very general pat-
terns, which we can safely generalize to other un-
seen relations. The checks are: (1) There are no slot

4Our current implementation only allows a single relation
content word; extending to multiple words is straightforward –
the templates will require rel1, rel2,. . .

nodes in the path. (2) The relation node is in the
middle of arg1 and arg2. (3) The preposition edge
(if any) in the pattern matches the preposition in the
relation. (4) The path has no nn or amod edges.

If the checks hold true we accept it as a purely
syntactic pattern with no lexical constraints. Oth-
ers are semantic/lexical patterns and require further
constraints to be reliable as extraction patterns.

3.2.1 Purely Syntactic Patterns
For syntactic patterns, we aggressively general-

ize to unseen relations and prepositions. We remove
all lexical restrictions from the relation nodes. We
convert all preposition edges to an abstract {prep ∗}
edge. We also replace the specific prepositions in
extraction templates with {prep}.

As an example, consider the sentences, “Michael
Webb appeared on Oprah...” and “...when Alexan-
der the Great advanced to Babylon.” and associ-
ated seed tuples (Michael Webb; appear on; Oprah)
and (Alexander; advance to; Babylon). Both these
data points return the same open pattern after gen-
eralization: “{arg1} ↑nsubj↑ {rel:postag=VBD}
↓{prep ∗}↓ {arg2}” with the extraction template
(arg1, {rel} {prep}, arg2). Other examples of syn-
tactic pattern templates are #1-3 in Figure 3.

3.2.2 Semantic/Lexical Patterns
Patterns that do not satisfy the checks are not as

general as those that do, but are still important. Con-
structions like “Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates...”
work for some relation words (e.g., founder, CEO,
director, president, etc.) but would not work for
other nouns; for instance, from “Chicago Symphony
Orchestra” we should not conclude that (Orchestra;
is the Symphony of; Chicago).

Similarly, we may conclude (Annacone; is the
coach of; Federer) from the sentence “Federer hired
Annacone as a coach.”, but this depends on the se-
mantics of the slot word, ‘hired’. If we replaced
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OLLIE: Advantages

Previously (in REVERB), we required the relation phrase to appear
between its arguments:

Elvis married Priscilla.

Open pattern templates may help with:
Elvis and Priscilla are married.

Other systems are designed to have verb-mediated relation phrases:
Bill Gates founded Microsoft.

OLLIE can deal with noun-mediated relations:
Bill Gates is founder of Microsoft.

Many relationships are most naturally expressed via noun phrases:
is capital of, is president of, is professor at, . . .

Dependency parse is useful; parsers not deemed too slow any more.
[Mausam et al.. Open Language Learning for Information Extraction. Proc. of EMNLP, Jeju Island, Korea, July 2012.]



OLLIE: Evaluation
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Figure 5: Comparison of different Open IE systems. OL-
LIE achieves substantially larger area under the curve
than other Open IE systems.

sion. OLLIE finds 4.4 times more correct extractions
than REVERB and 4.8 times more than WOEparse at
a precision of about 0.75. Overall, OLLIE has 2.7
times larger area under the curve than REVERB and
1.9 times larger than WOEparse.6 We use the Boot-
strap test (Cohen, 1995) to find that OLLIE’s better
performance compared to the two systems is highly
statistically significant.

We perform further analysis to understand the rea-
sons behind the high yield from OLLIE. We find that
40% of the OLLIE extractions that REVERB misses
are due to OLLIE’s use of parsers – REVERB misses
those because its shallow syntactic analysis cannot
skip over the intervening clauses or prepositional
phrases between the relation phrase and the argu-
ments. About 30% of the additional yield is those
extractions where the relation is not between its ar-
guments (see instance #1 in Figure 1). The rest are
due to other causes such as OLLIE’s ability to handle
relationships mediated by nouns and adjectives, or
REVERB’s shallow syntactic analysis, etc. In con-
trast, OLLIE misses very few extractions returned by
REVERB, mostly due to parser errors.

We find that WOEparse misses extractions found
by OLLIE for a variety of reasons. The primary
cause is that WOEparse does not include nouns in re-
lation phrases. It also misses some verb-based pat-
terns, probably due to training noise. In other cases,
WOEparse misses extractions due to ill-formed rela-
tion phrases (as in the example of Section 3.4: ‘di-
vorced was pursuing’ instead of the correct relation
‘was pursuing’).

While the bulk of OLLIE’s extractions in our test
6Evaluating recall is difficult at this scale – however, since

yield is proportional to recall, the area differences also hold for
the equivalent precision-recall curves.

Relation OLLIE REVERB incr.
is capital of 8,566 146 59x

is president of 21,306 1,970 11x
is professor at 8,334 400 21x
is scientist of 730 5 146x

Figure 6: OLLIE finds many more correct extractions for
relations that are typically expressed by noun phrases –
up to 146 times that of REVERB. WOEparse outputs no
instances of these, because it does not allow nouns in the
relation. These results are at point of maximum yield
(with comparable precisions around 0.66).

set were verb-mediated, our intuition suggests that
there exist many relationships that are most natu-
rally expressed via noun phrases. To demonstrate
this effect, we chose four such relations – is capi-
tal of, is president of, is professor at, and is scientist
of. We ran our systems on 100 million random sen-
tences from the ClueWeb corpus. Figure 6 reports
the yields of these four relations.7

OLLIE found up to 146 times as many extrac-
tions for these relations than REVERB. Because
WOEparse does not include nouns in relation phrases,
it is unable to extract any instance of these relations.
We examine a sample of the extractions to verify that
noun-mediated extractions are the main reason for
this large yield boost over REVERB (73% of OLLIE

extractions were noun-mediated). High-frequency
noun patterns like “Obama, the president of the US”,
“Obama, the US president”, “US President Obama”
far outnumber sentences of the form “Obama is the
president of the US”. These relations are seldom the
primary information in a sentence, and are typically
mentioned in passing in noun phrases that express
the relation.

For some applications, noun-mediated relations
are important, as they associate people with work
places and job titles. Overall, we think of the results
in Figure 6 as a “best case analysis” that illustrates
the dramatic increase in yield for certain relations,
due to syntactic scope expansion in Open IE.

5.2 Analysis of OLLIE

We perform two control experiments to understand
the value of semantic/lexical restrictions in pattern
learning and precision boost due to context analysis
component.

7We multiply the total number of extractions with precision
on a sample for that relation to estimate the yield.
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OPEN RELATION EXTRACTION:
STANFORD OPENIE



STANFORD OPENIE

Heavily based on dependency parses.

1 Each dependency-parsed sentence is first
split into a set of entailed clauses

2 Clauses are then maximally shortened,
producing a set of entailed shorter sentence fragments

3 The fragments are segmented into relation triples,
and output by the system

[Angeli et al.. Leveraging Linguistic Structure For Open Domain Information Extraction. Proc. of the ACL, Beijing, China, July
2015.]



STANFORD OPENIE: Illustration

[http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/openie.html, 17 Jan. 2017]
[Angeli et al.. Leveraging Linguistic Structure For Open Domain Information Extraction. Proc. of the ACL, Beijing, China, July
2015.]

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/openie.html


Clause Splitting as a Classification Task
• Inspect the dependency structure
• Decide whether to split on a dependency arc
• Classifier using a set of dependency-based features
• Distant supervision for training:

sequence which recovers a known relation is correct

Feature Class Feature Templates
Edge taken {l, short name(l)}
Last edge taken {incoming edge(p)}
Neighbors of parent {nbr(p), (p, nbr(p))}
Grandchild edges {out edge(c),

(e, out edge(c))}
Grandchild count {count (nbr(echild))

(e, count (nbr(echild)))}
Has subject/object ∀e∈{e,echild}∀l∈{subj,obj}

1(l ∈ nbr(e))
POS tag signature {pos(p), pos(c),

(pos(p), pos(c))}
Features at root {1(p = root), POS(p)}

Table 1: Features for the clause splitter model, de-
ciding to split on the arc e = p

l−→ c. The fea-
ture class is a high level description of features;
the feature templates are the particular templates
used. For instance, the POS signature contains the
tag of the parent, the tag of the child, and both tags
joined in a single feature. Note that all features are
joined with the action to be taken on the parent.

ginning at the root of the tree, we consider every
outgoing edge. For every possible action to be
performed on the parent (i.e., clone subject, clone
root, no action), we apply our trained classifier to
determine whether we (1) split the edge off as a
clause, and recurse; (2) do not split the edge, and
recurse; or (3) do not recurse. In the first two
cases, we recurse on the child of the arc, and con-
tinue until either all arcs have been exhausted, or
all remaining candidate arcs have been marked as
not recursable.

We will use the scores from this classifier to
inform the score assigned to our generated open
IE extractions (Section 4). The score of a clause
is the product of the scores of actions taken to
reach the clause. The score of an extraction will
be this score multiplied by the score of the extrac-
tion given the clause.

4 Intra-Clause Open IE

We now turn to the task of generating a maximally
compact sentence which retains the core seman-
tics of the original utterance, and parsing the sen-
tence into a conventional open IE subject verb ob-
ject triple. This is often a key component in down-
stream applications, where extractions need to be
not only correct, but also informative. Whereas
an argument like Heinz Fischer of Austria is often

correct, a downstream application must apply fur-
ther processing to recover information about either
Heinz Fischer, or Austria. Moreover, it must do so
without the ability to appeal to the larger context
of the sentence.

4.1 Validating Deletions with Natural Logic
We adopt a subset of natural logic semantics dic-
tating contexts in which lexical items can be re-
moved. Natural logic as a formalism captures
common logical inferences appealing directly to
the form of language, rather than parsing to a spe-
cialized logical syntax. It provides a proof theory
for lexical mutations to a sentence which either
preserve or negate the truth of the premise.

For instance, if all rabbits eat vegetables then
all cute rabbits eat vegetables, since we are al-
lowed to mutate the lexical item rabbit to cute
rabbit. This is done by observing that rabbit is
in scope of the first argument to the operator all.
Since all induces a downward polarity environ-
ment for its first argument, we are allowed to re-
place rabbit with an item which is more specific –
in this case cute rabbit. To contrast, the operator
some induces an upward polarity environment for
its first argument, and therefore we may derive the
inference from cute rabbit to rabbit in: some cute
rabbits are small therefore some rabbits are small.
For a more comprehensive introduction to natural
logic, see van Benthem (2008).

We mark the scopes of all operators (all, no,
many, etc.) in a sentence, and from this deter-
mine whether every lexical item can be replaced
by something more general (has upward polarity),
more specific (downward polarity), or neither. In
the absence of operators, all items have upwards
polarity.

Each dependency arc is then classified into
whether deleting the dependent of that arc makes
the governing constituent at that node more
general, more specific (a rare case), or nei-
ther.2 For example, removing the amod edge in
cute amod←−−− rabbit yields the more general lexical
item rabbit. However, removing the nsubj edge in

Fido
nsubj←−−− runs would yield the unentailed (and

nonsensical) phrase runs. The last, rare, case is
an edge that causes the resulting item to be more

specific – e.g., quantmod: about
quantmod←−−−−−− 200 is

more general than 200.
2We use the Stanford Dependencies representation (de

Marneffe and Manning, 2008).
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Atomic Patterns over Short Entailed Sentences

Verb-mediated:

For most dependencies, this semantics can be
hard-coded with high accuracy. However, there
are at least two cases where more attention is war-
ranted. The first of these concerns non-subsective
adjectives: for example a fake gun is not a gun. For
this case, we make use of the list of non-subsective
adjectives collected in Nayak et al. (2014), and
prohibit their deletion as a hard constraint.

The second concern is with prepositional at-
tachment, and direct object edges. For example,

whereas Alice went to the playground
prep with−−−−−−→

Bob entails that Alice went to the playground, it
is not meaningful to infer that Alice is friends
prep with−−−−−−→ Bob entails Alice is friends. Analo-

gously, Alice played
dobj−−→ baseball on Sunday en-

tails that Alice played on Sunday; but, Obama

signed
dobj−−→ the bill on Sunday should not entail

the awkward phrase *Obama signed on Sunday.
We learn these attachment affinities empirically

from the syntactic n-grams corpus of Goldberg
and Orwant (2013). This gives us counts for how
often object and preposition edges occur in the
context of the governing verb and relevant neigh-
boring edges. We hypothesize that edges which
are frequently seen to co-occur are likely to be
essential to the meaning of the sentence. To this
end, we compute the probability of seeing an arc
of a given type, conditioned on the most specific
context we have statistics for. These contexts, and
the order we back off to more general contexts, is
given in Figure 3.

To compute a score s of deleting the edge from
the affinity probability p collected from the syn-
tactic n-grams, we simply cap the affinity and sub-
tract it from 1:

s = 1−min(1,
p

K
)

where K is a hyperparameter denoting the mini-
mum fraction of the time an edge should occur in
a context to be considered entirely unremovable.
In our experiments, we set K = 1

3 .
The score of an extraction, then, is the product

of the scores of each deletion multiplied by the
score from the clause splitting step in Section 3.

4.2 Atomic Patterns

Once a set of short entailed sentences is produced,
it becomes straightforward to segment them into
conventional open IE triples. We employ 6 sim-
ple dependency patterns, given in Table 2, which

Obama signed the bill into law on Friday

nsubj
dobj

det

prep into
prep on

pr
ep

ba
ck

of
f



p
(

prep on | Obama signed bill

nsubj dobj )
p
(

prep on | Obama signed law

nsubj prep into )
p
(

prep on | Obama signed

nsubj )
p
(

prep on | signed
)

do
bj

ba
ck

of
f {

p
(

dobj | Obama signed bill

nsubj dobj )
p
(

dobj | signed
)

Figure 3: The ordered list of backoff probabilities
when deciding to drop a prepositional phrase or di-
rect object. The most specific context is chosen for
which an empirical probability exists; if no con-
text is found then we allow dropping prepositional
phrases and disallow dropping direct objects. Note
that this backoff arbitrarily orders contexts of the
same size.

Input Extraction
cats play with yarn (cats; play with; yarn)

fish like to swim (fish; like to; swim)

cats have tails (cats; have; tails)

cats are cute (cats; are; cute)

Tom and Jerry are fighting (Tom; fighting; Jerry)

There are cats with tails (cats; have; tails)

Table 2: The six dependency patterns used to seg-
ment an atomic sentence into an open IE triple.

cover the majority of atomic relations we are in-
terested in.

When information is available to disambiguate
the substructure of compound nouns (e.g., named
entity segmentation), we extract additional re-
lations with 5 dependency and 3 TokensRegex
(Chang and Manning, 2014) surface form patterns.
These are given in Table 3; we refer to these
as nominal relations. Note that the constraint of
named entity information is by no means required
for the system. In other applications – for exam-
ple, applications in vision – the otherwise trivial
nominal relations could be quite useful.
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Noun-mediated:

KBP Relation Open IE Relation PMI2 KBP Relation Open IE Relation PMI2

Org:Founded found in 1.17 Per:Date Of Birth be bear on 1.83
be found in 1.15 bear on 1.28

Org:Dissolved *buy Chrysler in 0.95 Per:Date Of Death die on 0.70
*membership in 0.60 be assassinate on 0.65

Org:LOC Of HQ in 2.12 Per:LOC Of Birth be bear in 1.21
base in 1.82 Per:LOC Of Death *elect president of 2.89

Org:Member Of *tough away game in 1.80 Per:Religion speak about 0.67
*away game in 1.80 popular for 0.60

Org:Parents ’s bank 1.65 Per:Parents daughter of 0.54
*also add to 1.52 son of 1.52

Org:Founded By invest fund of 1.48 Per:LOC Residence of 1.48
own stake besides 1.18 *independent from 1.18

Table 4: A selection of the mapping from KBP to lemmatized open IE relations, conditioned on the types
of the arguments being correct. The top one or two relations are shown for 7 person and 6 organization
relations. Incorrect or dubious mappings are marked with an asterisk.

Input Extraction
Durin, son of Thorin (Durin; is son of; Thorin)

Thorin’s son, Durin (Thorin; ’s son; Durin)

IBM CEO Rometty (Rometty; is CEO of; IBM)

President Obama (Obama; is; President)

Fischer of Austria (Fischer; is of; Austria)

IBM’s research group (IBM; ’s; research group)

US president Obama (Obama; president of; US)

Our president, Obama, (Our president; be; Obama)

Table 3: The eight patterns used to segment a noun
phrase into an open IE triple. The first five are de-
pendency patterns; the last three are surface pat-
terns.

5 Mapping OpenIE to a Known Relation
Schema

A common use case for open IE systems is to map
them to a known relation schema. This can either
be done manually with minimal annotation effort,
or automatically from available training data. We
use both methods in our TAC-KBP evaluation. A
collection of relation mappings was constructed
by a single annotator in approximately a day,3 and
a relation mapping was learned using the proce-
dure described in this section.

We map open IE relations to the KBP schema
by searching for co-occurring relations in a large
distantly-labeled corpus, and marking open IE and

3The official submission we compare against claimed two
weeks for constructing their manual mapping, although a ver-
sion of their system constructed in only 3 hours performs
nearly as well.

KBP relation pairs which have a high PMI2 value
(Béatrice, 1994; Evert, 2005) conditioned on their
type signatures matching. To compute PMI2, we
collect probabilities for the open IE and KBP re-
lation co-occurring, the probability of the open IE
relation occurring, and the probability of the KBP
relation occurring. Each of these probabilities is
conditioned on the type signature of the relation.
For example, the joint probability of KBP relation
rk and open IE relation ro, given a type signature
of t1, t2, would be

p(rk, ro | t1, t2) =
count(rk, ro, t1, t2)∑

r′
k,r′

o
count(r′k, r′o, t1, t2)

.

Omitting the conditioning on the type signature
for notational convenience, and defining p(rk) and
p(ro) analogously, we can then compute The PMI2

value between the two relations:

PMI2(rk, ro) = log
(

p(rk, ro)2

p(rk) · p(ro)

)
Note that in addition to being a measure

related to PMI, this captures a notion simi-
lar to alignment by agreement (Liang et al.,
2006); the formula can be equivalently written
as log [p(rk | ro)p(ro | rk)]. It is also function-
ally the same as the JC WordNet distance measure
(Jiang and Conrath, 1997).

Some sample type checked relation mappings
are given in Table 4. In addition to intuitive map-
pings (e.g., found in→Org:Founded), we can note
some rare, but high precision pairs (e.g., invest
fund of → Org:Founded By). We can also see
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Validating Deletions with Natural Logic

Scopes of operators all, no, many, . . .
• all rabbits eat fresh vegetables

yields (rabbits, eat, vegetables)
• all young rabbits drink milk

does not yield (rabbits, drink, milk)

Non-subsective adjectives
• a fake gun is not a gun

Prepositional attachment
• Alice played baseball on Sunday

entails Alice played on Sunday
• Obama signed the bill on Sunday

should not entail Obama signed on Sunday

[Angeli et al.. Leveraging Linguistic Structure For Open Domain Information Extraction. Proc. of the ACL, Beijing, China, July
2015.]



STANFORD OPENIE: Example Extractions
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Abstract

Relation triples produced by open domain
information extraction (open IE) systems
are useful for question answering, infer-
ence, and other IE tasks. Traditionally
these are extracted using a large set of pat-
terns; however, this approach is brittle on
out-of-domain text and long-range depen-
dencies, and gives no insight into the sub-
structure of the arguments. We replace this
large pattern set with a few patterns for
canonically structured sentences, and shift
the focus to a classifier which learns to
extract self-contained clauses from longer
sentences. We then run natural logic infer-
ence over these short clauses to determine
the maximally specific arguments for each
candidate triple. We show that our ap-
proach outperforms a state-of-the-art open
IE system on the end-to-end TAC-KBP
2013 Slot Filling task.

1 Introduction

Open information extraction (open IE) has been
shown to be useful in a number of NLP tasks, such
as question answering (Fader et al., 2014), rela-
tion extraction (Soderland et al., 2010), and infor-
mation retrieval (Etzioni, 2011). Conventionally,
open IE systems search a collection of patterns
over either the surface form or dependency tree
of a sentence. Although a small set of patterns
covers most simple sentences (e.g., subject verb
object constructions), relevant relations are often
spread across clauses (see Figure 1) or presented
in a non-canonical form.

Systems like Ollie (Mausam et al., 2012) ap-
proach this problem by using a bootstrapping
method to create a large corpus of broad-coverage
partially lexicalized patterns. Although this is
effective at capturing many of these patterns, it

Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Obama is a US Citizen.

Our System Ollie

(Obama; is; US citizen) (Obama; is; a US citizen)

(Obama; born in; (Obama; be born in; Honolulu)

Honolulu, Hawaii) (Honolulu; be born in; Hawaii)

(Obama; is citizen of; US)

Friends give true praise.

Enemies give fake praise.

Our System Ollie

(friends; give; true praise) (friends; give; true praise)

(friends; give; praise)

(enemies; give; fake praise) (enemies; give; fake praise)

Heinz Fischer of Austria visits the US

Our System Ollie

(Heinz Fischer; visits; US) (Heinz Fischer of Austria;

visits; the US)

Figure 1: Open IE extractions produced by
the system, alongside extractions from the state-
of-the-art Ollie system. Generating coherent
clauses before applying patterns helps reduce false
matches such as (Honolulu; be born in; Hawaii).
Inference over the sub-structure of arguments, in
turn, allows us to drop unnecessary information
(e.g., of Austria), but only when it is warranted
(e.g., keep fake in fake praise).

can lead to unintuitive behavior on out-of-domain
text. For instance, while Obama is president is
extracted correctly by Ollie as (Obama; is; pres-
ident), replacing is with are in cats are felines
produces no extractions. Furthermore, existing
systems struggle at producing canonical argument
forms – for example, in Figure 1 the argument
Heinz Fischer of Austria is likely less useful for
downstream applications than Heinz Fischer.

In this paper, we shift the burden of extracting
informative and broad coverage triples away from
this large pattern set. Rather, we first pre-process
the sentence in linguistically motivated ways to
produce coherent clauses which are (1) logically
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STANFORD OPENIE: Evaluation
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Figure 4: A precision/recall curve for Ollie and
our system (without nominals). For clarity, recall
is plotted on a range from 0 to 0.15.

6.1 Discussion
We plot a precision/recall curve of our extractions
in Figure 4 in order to get an informal sense of
the calibration of our confidence estimates. Since
confidences only apply to standard extractions, we
plot the curves without including any of the nom-
inal relations. The confidence of a KBP extrac-
tion in our system is calculated as the sum of the
confidences of the open IE extractions that support
it. So, for instance, if we find (Obama; be bear
in; Hawaii) n times with confidences c1 . . . cn,
the confidence of the KBP extraction would be∑n

i=0 ci. It is therefore important to note that
the curve in Figure 4 necessarily conflates the
confidences of individual extractions, and the fre-
quency of an extraction.

With this in mind, the curves lend some inter-
esting insights. Although our system is very high
precision on the most confident extractions, it has
a large dip in precision early in the curve. This
suggests that the model is extracting multiple in-
stances of a bad relation. Systematic errors in
the clause splitter are the likely cause of these er-
rors. While the approach of splitting sentences
into clauses generalizes better to out-of-domain
text, it is reasonable that the errors made in the
clause splitter manifest across a range of sentences
more often than the fine-grained patterns of Ollie
would.

On the right half of the PR curve, however, our
system achieves both higher precision and extends
to a higher recall than Ollie. Furthermore, the
curve is relatively smooth near the tail, suggesting

that indeed we are learning a reasonable estimate
of confidence for extractions that have only one
supporting instance in the text – empirically, 46%
of our extractions.

In total, we extract 42 662 862 open IE triples
which link to a pair of entities in the corpus
(i.e., are candidate KBP extractions), covering
1 180 770 relation types. 202 797 of these rela-
tion types appear in more than 10 extraction in-
stances; 28 782 in more than 100 instances, and
4079 in more than 1000 instances. 308 293 rela-
tion types appear only once. Note that our system
over-produces extractions when both a general and
specific extraction are warranted; therefore these
numbers are an overestimate of the number of se-
mantically meaningful facts.

For comparison, Ollie extracted 12 274 319
triples, covering 2 873 239 relation types.
1 983 300 of these appeared only once; 69 010
appeared in more than 10 instances, 7951 in more
than 100 instances, and 870 in more than 1000
instances.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a system for extracting open
domain relation triples by breaking a long sen-
tence into short, coherent clauses, and then find-
ing the maximally simple relation triples which are
warranted given each of these clauses. This allows
the system to have a greater awareness of the con-
text of each extraction, and to provide informative
triples to downstream applications. We show that
our approach performs well on one such down-
stream application: the KBP Slot Filling task.
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DISCUSSION:
FURTHER CHALLENGES



Synonym Resolution

The same entity may be referred to by a variety of names.
• Michael Jackson; Jacko; The King of Pop; . . .

The same fact may be expressed in a variety of ways.
• IBM built Watson

IBM created Watson
IBM invented Watson
. . .

• Dookie is a record by Green Day
Dookie is an album by Green Day
. . .

RESOLVER identifies synonymous relations and objects
[Yates and Etzioni. Unsupervised Resolution of Objects and Relations on the Web. Proc. of the NAACL, Rochester, NY, USA,
April 2007.]

[Etzioni et al.. Open Information Extraction from the Web. Communications of the ACM, vol. 51 no. 12, Dec. 2008.]



Disambiguation

The same string may refer to different entities
(especially across different domains).
• Watson, the founder of IBM; Watson, the computer system
• mouse, the animal; mouse, the input device
• 1984, the year; 1984, the book
• Paris, France; Paris, Texas

[Etzioni et al.. Open Information Extraction from the Web. Communications of the ACM, vol. 51 no. 12, Dec. 2008.]



Vagaries of Natural Language

• pronoun resolution
• metaphor
• anaphora
• complex or ungrammatical sentences
• irony, sarcasm
• . . .

[Etzioni et al.. Open Information Extraction from the Web. Communications of the ACM, vol. 51 no. 12, Dec. 2008.]



Incorrect Information

Nowadays referred to as “fake news”.
• Elvis killed JFK

Rate the reliability of an extracted relation.
• The relation extractor may have made an error:

cf. the previously discussed confidence function
• Occurrance frequencies over the whole corpus

can give an indication
• Credibility of the source of a document

YAGO-NAGA ranks facts f via:

confidence(f ) = max
{

accuracy(f , s)× trust(s)
∣∣ s ∈ witnesses(f )

}
[Kasneci et al.. The YAGO-NAGA Approach to Knowledge Discovery. ACM SIGMOD Record Volume 37 Issue 4, Dec. 2008.
https://suchanek.name/work/publications/sigmodrec2008.pdf]

[Etzioni et al.. Open Information Extraction from the Web. Communications of the ACM, vol. 51 no. 12, Dec. 2008.]

https://suchanek.name/work/publications/sigmodrec2008.pdf


Temporal and Spatial Aspects

Time.
• The capital city of the Federal Republic of Germany?

Bonn in 1981. Berlin in 2016.
• Plato has not met with Tsipras

Space.
• An elephant does not fit into a coffee mug
• Trees don’t travel
• Somebody who pays in GBP is probably located in Britain
• Plato has never seen a kangaroo



Fact Consistency Checks

Avoid contradictory facts within the knowledge base.
• Elvis died in 460 AD cannot refer to Elvis Presley

if we already knows that Elvis Presley was born in 1935
• born(X,Y) ∧ died(X,Z)⇒ Y < Z
• appears(A,P,B) ∧ R(A,B)⇒ expresses(P,R)

appears(A,P,B) ∧ expresses(P,R)⇒ R(A,B)
• means(“Elvis”,Elvis_Presley, 0.8)

means(“Elvis”,Elvis_Costello, 0.2)

Implemented in the SOFIE IE system, which aims to extend the
YAGO knowledge base
[Suchanek. Information Extraction for Ontology Learning. Book chapter in Völker and Lehman: Perspectives on Ontology
Learning, 2014. https://suchanek.name/work/publications/ontologybookchapter.pdf]

https://suchanek.name/work/publications/ontologybookchapter.pdf


CONCLUSION



Summary: Open IE

• Discovering relations without a closed set
of pre-defined relation types

• Open-domain
• Learning from the whole Web
• Distant supervision / bootstrapping to get started
• Attention to detail required to avoid pitfalls
• The system should benefit from the sheer size of the data
• It should learn more by itself when being run perpetually, and

become more reliable



THE END!
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